
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY

RICHARD ARJUN KAUL, Civ. No. 16-2364 (KM) (SCM)

Plaintiff,
Also file in

v. Civ. No. 18-8086

CHRISTOPER J. CHRISTIE, et al.,
Civ. No. 19-8946

Civ. No. 19-9232
Defendants.

MEMORANDUM & ORDER
(RECUSAL)

In the first, above-captioned action, filed in 2016, Dr. Kaul alleges that

there is a conspiracy at the highest levels of medicine, the legal profession, and

politics that culminated in proceedings by which he lost his medical license

based on spinal surgeries he was found unqualified to perform. I have filed

opinions and orders granting motions to dismiss substantially all of the

amended complaint and second amended complaint for failure to state a claim.

(See DE 303 (amended version of DE 200); DE 300) Certain residual matters

remain pending. (See list at DE 316.)

A second action, Kaul v. Christie et aL, Civ. No. 18-8086, is related to the

first. The Magistrate Judge ordered that it be stayed pending the outcome of

motions to dismiss in the first action.

A third action, H. Patel and R.A. Kaul v. Crist et al., Civ. No. 19-8946,

arrived in this district by transfer from the Northern District of Georgia, and

was assigned to me. It is brought against the State of New Jersey, Allstate, and

others, and is framed as a constitutional challenge to the New Jersey Insurance

Fraud Prevention Act.

A fourth action, H. Patel and R.A. Kaul v. CHst et al., Civ. No. 19-9232,

likewise arrived in this district by transfer from the Northern District of

Georgia, and was assigned to me. It is brought against the State of New Jersey,
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Allstate, and others, and is framed as an action under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 based

on racial or ethnic discrimination.

I. First Recusal Submission (DE 313)

On March 18, 2019, the plaintiff filed a submission consisting of a 3-

page letter (DE 313) and a 65-page, single-spaced attachment entitled “The

McNulty Analysis” (DE 3 13-1) Therein appears the following, later confirmed to

be a motion for my recusal:

4. Conceal from Kaul the conflicts of interest that existed by virtue
of the fact that: (i) Judge McNulty had represented two of the
defendants when he was the director at Gibbons, PC law firm;
(ii) Gibbons, PC law firm, with which Judge McNulty is a
commercial beneficiary, represented defendants Washburn+
NJMG; (iii) Judge McNulty is the brother-in-law of US Senator
Charles E. Schumer (D-NY), a senior American politician who
has within the last three years received substantial monetary
donation from the insurance industry, of which certain
defendants are members; .

(DE 313-1 p. 3, see also pp. 36, 40; DE 334.)

The timing of this call for recusal is highly suspect, coming after three

years of litigation and very soon after my ruling dismissing substantially all of

the Second Amended Complaint. Timing aside, these allegations would not

constitute grounds for my recusal under 28 U.S.C. § 144 or 455, and they

cast no doubt on prior rulings in the case. I review them very briefly.

1. Rulings in the case. I have no knowledge of Dr. Kaul other than

what I have learned as a result of presiding over the case. Internal

bias, e.g., disagreement with rulings in the case, are rarely if ever

grounds for recusal, and no signs of bias are present. See generally

Liteky ii. United States, 510 U.S. 540, 555, 114 S. Ct. 1147, 1157

(1994).

2. Ex parte contacts. I have had none. The allegation is based on my

citation of statements in Dr. Kaul’s own complaint. (2019 MTD Op. at

12—13, citing 2AC ¶ 75, 76) Dr. Kaul states that I should have known
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he had made a typographical error, and that therefore I must have

gotten my information elsewhere. (Motion, DE 334 at 15 ¶ 34)

3. Financial relationship with Gibbons, P.C. The motion alleges that I

have an ongoing financial relationship with or stake in Gibbons, P.C. I

severed all ties with the firm when I was appointed to the bench in

July 2012.

4. Presence of Gibbons, P.C. in this action. In this action, the Gibbons

firm represents defendants North Jersey Media, Inc. and Lindsay

Washburn. While at Gibbons, I had no involvement in any

representation of those clients, assuming there was any such

representation. I was appointed to the bench in July 2012 and

declined assignment of cases involving the Gibbons firm for

approximately three years. The earliest underlying event for which Dr.

Kaul sues these clients (an allegedly defamatory article) occurred in

November 2013, more than a year after I had left the firm. This action

was filed in 2016, four years after I had left the firm.

5. 2002 Amicus brief. In 2002, I filed an amicus brief in the New

Jersey Supreme Court on behalf of University Physician Associates

(“UPA”), an entity which performed services for the UMDNJ faculty

practice plan. Howard v. University of Medicine and Dentistry of New

Jersey, et a!., 172 N.J. 537, 800 A.2d 73 (2002). Dr. Heary, who is a

defendant in this case, was sued in that earlier case for alleged

medical malpractice committed in 1997. In the 2002 case I did not

represent any person or entity that is now a party to this case. There

is no relation between the subject matter of that earlier case and this

one, filed fourteen years later.

6. Insurance company campaign contributions. Sen. Charles

Schumer (D-NY) is the brother of my spouse. Dr. Kaul alleges that

Sen. Schumer has “received large political donations from the

insurance sector within the last three (3) years,” and that one such

donor is Allstate, a defendant in this action. I was and am unfamiliar
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with the identities of the Senator’s corporate donors. At any rate, no

substantial connection would be inferred from these attenuated

claims; no actual facts suggesting a connection between such

donations and this case are proffered.

II. Second Recusal Submission (SDNY Action)

Thus far there are no substantial grounds for recusal. On May 8, 2019,

however, Dr. Kaul filed a supplemental submission to which he attached a copy

of a civil complaint, Civ. No. 19-3046, of which I had previously been unaware.

Checking the docket, I see that it was filed on April 4, 2019, in the U.S. District

Court for the Southern District of New York. Summonses have not yet issued

and the complaint has not been served.

In that complaint, Dr. Kaul sues Sen. Schumer and certain of the

defendants in this action: two insurance companies (Allstate and Geico), TD

Bank, the Gibbons firm, and Gannett Co. Inc. (the entity that purchased North

Jersey Media, Inc.). My name figures in the allegations, although I am not

named as a party.

As of April 4, 2019, then, Dr. Kaul has sued a relative, and named me, in

a civil complaint. That circumstance casts no doubt on prior rulings, but does

counsel caution going forward. I do not of course accept the truth or the

conspiratorial logic of those allegations. Nevertheless, to maintain public

confidence and avoid even an appearance of impropriety, I will request that the

remainder of this case be reassigned to another district judge. That request will

extend to the other three cases cited above (p.1, supra), all of which involve Dr.

Kaul.
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ORDER

IT IS THEREFORE this 22d day of May, 2019,

ORDERED that I am prospectively recused from presiding over future

proceedings in the following cases, except for such non-substantive rulings as

may be required in connection with the transfer:

Kant a Christie et aL, Civ. No. 16-2364

Kant u. Christie et aL, Civ. No, 18-8086

Patel and Kant v. Crist et al., Civ. No. 19-8946

Fate! and Kant a Crist et aL, Civ. No. 19-9232

It is requested that the Chief Judge direct the Clerk to randomly assign those

cases to a new district judge for all further proceedings.

KEVIN MCNULTY 7
United States District Ju
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